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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

---

April 20, 1977

'

,•

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

STU EIZENSTAT
KITTY SCHIRMER

SUBJECT

ENERGY SPEECH

/~

This morning we gave Jim Fallows two suggested changes.
1.

Standby gasoline tax

We suggest that you acknowledge that some growth in consumption will occur by 1980, and that significant reductions
must be achieved after that to meet our 1985 goal.
Unbeknownst to us until late last night, the trigger levels
which the plan proposes are not at all geared to the 1985
national goal. For e x ample, the trigger level for 1985 would
be more than 400 million barrels over the level equal to a
10% reduction over current levels.
If the trigger levels
are adjusted to bring us into line with the national goal,
the tax becomes almost inevitable in the years following
1980 .
Even a 2% margin in determining whether the tax will
be applied doesn't help much, and anything higher than that
percentage weakens the scheme considerably. We have discussed this with Jim Schlesinger, and he agrees that the
best way to handle this is to fuzz it in the speech.
The
fact sheet will show only the first three years of consumption targets -- 1978, 1979, and 1980 -- and restates
the 1985 goal.
\• .
~' ' '
I

I

;.

.

2.

Natural gas deregulation

'

Upon rereading the section which restates your commitment
on natural gas deregulation by quoting from the Briscoe
letter, we both had doubts whether you will just attract
mo~e criticism by using this reasoning.
The first step you
propose is exactly what the producers don't want, and we
have no second step.
I would like to talk with you about
' this matter.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 18, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE

PRESIDEN~

j

~l/L

FROM

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT

CONVERSION FROM BARREL TO CUBIC MILES

There are 26.24 billion barrels in 1 cubic mile .
Current worldwide proven reserves are 600 billion
barrels or 23 cubic miles.
The most optimistic geological estimates of
petroleum reserves, past and present, is 2 trillion
barrels or 76.2 cubic miles. We have already used
360 billion barrels of this or 13.7 cubic miles.
Therefore the most optimistic geological assumption
about remaining undiscovered reserves is 1640 billion
barrels or 62.5 cubic miles .
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

April 15, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
QLS

FROM:

Charlie Schultze

SUBJECT:

Economic Effects of the Energy Program

CEA has made an estimate of the overall economic
effects of the Energy Plan as we now understand it.
There is necessarily great uncertainty about ·such
numerical estimates. They require m~king a number
of judgment calls about how the public reacts to
certain parts of the program.

1.

Inflation effect:

Under existing laws and energy price controls,
energy prices would be rising fairly sharply anyway.
(About 3-1/2 to 4 percent a year faster than the general
price level.) We have calculated the additional increase
in the overall rate of inflation likely -to arise from the
energy program:

-2(percent)

..
Measures other
than gasol1ne tax
Gasoline tax (if
..triggered every
year)
Total

Increase in the annual rate
of inflation

.

Total
4 year
increase

1978

1979

1980

1981

+0.3

+0.3

+0.1

+0.1

0.8

+0.2

+0.2

+0.2

0.5

+0.5

+0.3

+0.3

+1.3

0
+0.3

The major elements which contribute to the rise
are the wellhead tax on crude oil, the increase in
natural gas prices, and the gasoline tax. The measure
of inflation used in t ·h is table is th·e GNP deflator, which · ··
is a price index for all items that enter the GNP. The
increase in the consumer price index would be somewhat
larger, but we haven't yet completed that calculation.
(The gasoline tax, for example, would add about 0.3
percent per year to consumer price intlation.)
On the average, over the four year period, the
energy program would add about 0.2 percent per year
to th~ overall rate of inflation if the gasoline tax
is not triggered and 0.4 percent per year if it is.
The--a-V"erage increase in the CPI would be somewhat
larger.
2.

Effects on the GNP

Jim Schlesinger's group has estimated large savings
in energy consumption from the program, and therefore,
large business and homeowner investments in energy
conservation measures.
If those investments occur,
it will add to the growth of GNP by an average of 0.2
percent per year, over the next three to four years.
The rate of unemployment would thereby be lowered by
perhaps an additional 300,000 at the end of the period.

-3The Schlesinger estimates · of energy conservation,
and hence of private investment. in conservation measures,
assume that businessmen and consumers will make substantial
changes in their attitudes towards saving energy, beyond
those induced by the specific economic rewards and
penalties incorporated in the energy legislation. CEA
staff believe that if ~uch changes in attitudes do not
occur -- if consumers and businessmen respond to energy
prices and incentives as they have in the past -- the
energy savings will be significantly smaller.
Investment
expenditures will correspondingly be less, and so will
be the s.timulus to GNP and employment.
3.

Problems and Imponderables

A. Will energy-related investment plans be
substantially cut back during the period in which
Congress is debating the program? We simply cannot
answer that question -- but it is a danger.
B. We have not been able to calculate with any
reliability the costs, and hence the price effects,
of meeting the mandated standards for appliances,
automobiles, insulation, and other c~pital goods.
C.

We cannot estimate the possible psychological
of the "gas guzzler" tax: will there be _
anticipatory buying of large autos, and what wili the
Blumenthal plan for dealing with rebates on imported
cars do to price competition in the auto industry,
and thereby auto prices?
effect~

D. Will the combined investment requirements
for energy conservation and environmental standards
divert substantial investment away from capacityincreasing projects, and indirectly raise inflation
problems later?
Summary
On balance, the energy program will:
(a)

Cause a relatively small, but unwelcome,
addition to inflation, at least in the
short run.
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Add moderately to the growth of GNP.

(c)

Possibly, but not certainly, lead to some
temporary hesitations and disruptions.

Final Note:
We will continue to refine our estimates right up
to the last minute. These numbers are for your
guidance over the weekend.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
722 JACKSON PLACE, N. W.
WASHINGTON , D. C. 20006

April 8, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

,;J I

l

Fran:

Charles Warren, Ch&M/
Gus Speth
Marion Edey

Re:

Energy Message

Earlier this week we gave you our preliminary thoughts on the
energy message. This message, as you know, is of tremendous concern
to the environmental cormmmity. We hope that the following additional
thoughts on the energy message will be of assistance to you and Jim
Schlesinger.
l. Conservation. Energy conservation must be the cornerstone of
our national energy policy. Such a policy will give us the time needed
to deploy energy technologies that are environmentally sound and sustainable.

We must use all means available to the Federal Government to
induce conservation: energy efficiency regulations, market-oriented
taxes and incentives, strong and ongoing Presidential persuasion, and
substantially beefed up public education.
The message should seek stricter, mandatory energy efficiency
standards for automobiles, appliances and buildings; mandatory energy
efficiency labelling; and energy-oriented reform of transport regulations, mortgage loan practices and building codes.
We should adopt measures to allow market forces to work to encourage conservation. Remaining energy supply subsidies and price
controls should be phased out_. Additional measures include: o a strong Federal push on utility rate structure reform,
including peak load and lifeline pricing policies;
o a severence tax gradually assessed·,on a :.BTU basis on
extraction of all non-renewable energy resources (oil,
gas, coal, uranium) ;

·~
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o

strong incentives for development and application of
industrial cogeneration of steam and electricity;

o

consumer tax incentives to encourage purchase of energy
efficient automobiles, and to encourage conservation
measures such as insulation, automatic thermostat controls
and furnace efficiency modifications .

Centers should be widely established with heavy Federal support to
provide technical assistance and information on improved energy use to
all categories of consumers.
2. Data and Planning. The Government must improve its capability
to project energy resource availability and demand , and the economic,
social and environmental impacts of meeting the forecasted demand .
Government should move toward greater development of its own data and
interpretations rather than heavy reliance on industry sources.

3. Nuclear Power. Several measures 1~ich we endorse are necessary to ensure environmental support of the energy message i f the
message, as expected, calls for continued reliance on the present
generation of nuclear reactors. First, the message's rejection of tbe
"plutonium economy" should be unamb i guous. This would mean no Federal
support for the Barnwell, South Carolina, or other reprocessing facility
and a severe reduction in the ~WBR program, including a cancellation of
the Clinch River Breeder Reactor project . Second, the message should
continue to emphasize that nuclear power is the te~hnology of last
r~ .
And third, it should propose major programs to address radioactive waste management and reactor safety and siting.

4. Research and Development. Energy R&D priorities should be
reoriented to provide the basis for a sustainabl e energy future based
on safe and renewable energy, principally solar. New technologies to
improve energy efficiency (e.g., advanced heat pumps, new engine types,
MHO, fuel cells, use of H2) should be developed on a priority basis.
5. General.
message:

Themes which should be stressed in the energy

o energy suppl y development can and will be kept compatible
with the protection of public health and environment
(specific measures to assure this are being addressed in
the environmental message);
o economic and energy policies and programs should reflect
the concept that energy growth aod economic growth can be
d~coupled; a majo~bjec tive should be maTintaining full
employment while at the same time reducing the historic
rate of energy and electrici ty growth;

-30

6.
0

our policy should be to move away from large-scale, techno\
logically demanding, highly centralized and risky energy
technologies based on non-renewable resources, toward greater
emphasis on decentralization and smaller scale and more
appropriate technologies based on renewable resources ,
Pitfalls to Avoid.
Don 't subsidize or n~ourage water ·ntensive energy systems
in regions where
ter· s already scarce, This would apply
especially to the evelopment of large coal burning powerplants, synthetic fuels from coal and oil shale, and to coal
slurry pipelines in arid regions of the West. A difficult
trade- off between the energy and agricultural sectors should
be avoided .

o Maintain EPA's research capability on the health and safety
impacts of energy systems and control technologies. This
is necessary for a balanced and credible regulatory program.
o

run ' t assume that you must weaken the Clean Air · e'§l in order
to facilitate the conversion o power p an s from oil and gas
to coal. This will require a policy that allows certain older
facilities to burn oil and gas, particularly in urban areas,
strong incentives for installation of control technology, and
faster development and demonstration of advanced controls and
combustion technologies .

o Don't subsidize economically and environmentally risky energy
supply systems. ERDA should continue to work on the research
and development of synthetic fuels, but the Federal Government
should not subsidize commercialization .

PRESIDENTIAL GOALS

1.

REDUCE ANNUAL GROWTH OF U.S. ENERGY DEMAND TO LESS
THAN TWO PERCENT

2.

CUT IN HALF THE SHARE OF U.S. ENERGY IMPORTED -FROM ONE-QUARTER TO ONE-EIGHTH

3.

REDUCE OIL IMPORTS FROM A POTENTIAL LEVEL OF 16
MILLION BARRELS A DAY TO LESS THAN 6 MILLION BARRELS

4.

ACHIEVE A 10 PERCENT REDUCTION IN GASOLINE CONSUMPTION

5.

INCREASE COAL PRODUCTION BY AT LEAST 400 MILLION TONS
A YEAR

6.

INSULATE U.S. RESIDENCES AND BUILDINGS

7.

USE SOLAR ENERGY IN MORE THAN TWO AND A HALF MILLION
HOMES

October 19, 1076

The Ho nor able Do lph ~riocoe
Governor ot Texas
Ca pitol Building
Auatin, Te~ ~s
78711
Dc~r

Gove rnor Bri nc oe:

Tbe fon:r~u l e. t ion o! n. wo r kable ou. t ton a l en~Jrgy policy
implemented b y n responsive , understa.ndnbl.e governmentQ.l
s tructure
i l l be o! hi ghes t priori ty in a Carter 1\dministr o.tlon.
If we are t o r each our goa ls of full employment and ~
bealtby, gro~ing e co nomy, e must reduce our dangerous
dependence o o foreign o il and ve !:!U.St develop our otrn d01ll.testic
energy supplie s . These resources must be produced and used 1o
an en vi ronmentally acceptable manue r nt n coot that tho co nsumer can ~f!o r d to pay.

A sou nd energy polic y must aggressively promote

consaL~ a

tioo o f our scarce oil and gao resources. This 1s the only
y in which ge c~n hopo to make ends meet iu our energy bud-

get.
But, coupled vith energy conearvation, our policy, muat
encourage additional production of our dorneat ic res~rv es.
Eight years o! Repub lican administration have fa iled to
produce an energy policy . Dema nd .for ne~ en e rgy suppli es baa
increased by over 4% p e r ~r ~m.r aince 1969-even though deman d
un..s reduc ed con s iderabl y during tbe reces a ion trigge red b y
the Arab oil C.:I1bargo .
At th e a~e time, dom-est ic production

and r esource s bave decr en oed subs t~ntiall y, an d dependence on
to r·c i go suppl t es ba..s increased from 35$ prio r to the emb.ar o
to ovor 40% t od.n. y.

To iocr ('a.se our dO.-::Jesti c product ion , I ha..ve propo£-ed
three i ~portnnt ateps .
F i ~st,

t rat i on h s

I vil l ~ o rk wi th the Cong roas , ua the Ford a6~ in i~
unab l o t o do, to dere(.tllla. t e naY n tural ga:;.

boe:~ n

T'bc d econ tro 1 of prod ucers p r icos for new D.~. tura l gas 'i'J'OUld

.
Tbo Honorab le Dolph Briscoe
October 19, 1~76
Page Two

"

. ,.

pr-ovide an incentive !or ne~ c xploro.tl on n.nd ~ u ld help our
nation's oil and gaa operators attr c t o~~ded c~pital.
DeregulP.tioo o! nev gas vould encourag~ r>!l lea in the interst ate
ma.rket and help lessen the prospect of shorto..a c-s i n the non producing st&tes hich rel y on interst~te oup pl ie3.
bile
encouragi ng ne w production , tbia p roposal ~ill protect the
cons umer aga1n~t sudd ao , 8harp increaseo . in the aver~a pri ca
ot •na tur& l gG.13 .

Second, J belie~e we should act to encour age enhanced
recovery trom vells already io production. Aa you wel l know ,
an average of 60% of oar oil remains in the ground ~tter
stand&rd recovery methods hav e b~n exhaustc~~ It 1 es t Dnatud
that up to· 60 billion barrels of crude coul d be added to our
.supply 1f enhanced recovery techniques are used . Since the
e nviro nmentQl costs have a lready been largely p aid on tbeso
.resources. both conaucers and producer s alil~o beoef1 t frO!!Il
develo pment o! this r esource.
Third. I !avor a s u bstantial shi!t fro ~ tbe use ot o il a nd
gas--our b1ihest quality en ergy source s --to conl , ~h ich ~e h ~ ve
in abu ndance.
We must irmuxUately begtn a program to encourage
conversio n !rom the us e . ot petroleum and natur al g as to coal in
thos e applic&t ions for vhich coa.l is an c.cce ~Jta blc subs t1 tu t e .
Our pre sent dec~and tor coal i. s limited by t ><o lm po rt a.n t facto rs .
l'i.rst, ;;;e have f;eared our technological gro>tth t o oil aud gas
for well ovvr 100 years . Second, we have failed to establish
a. sta ble regul a tory climu.te i.n whic h coal producer-s a.re · su.re of
.the rul es or t he g3..1'!le before they make iov ~wta:ents in expanc..~ e-d
production or new mines.
Switching to the use of coal will
r~1uire strong preside ntial le adersh ip and proper federal inc en t ives to encoura~e the conversi on process.
A Carte r Admin is tration will provide this leade rship.
~
I hope these po l icy recomme ndo. t ions wi·ll be lp to put r.JY
v i.ews on the sup pl y aspects of the energy problem i nt o focu~L
Witbo ut a strong commitment to increasing our domestic product ion, while maintaining basic e nvironme ntal pr1nc1plo&, •c
c~unot hope to re ..·erse th e uu hea lthy t rends which the lack 1i'

lead e r s hip o! t he current ao.,-n1.n! stration has produc.od .
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STATEMENT OF JIMMY CARTER ON THE PORTSMOUTH URANIUM ENRICHMENT FACILITY

I have long supported full authorization and funding for
enlargement of the government-owned uranium enrichment facility at
Portsmouth, Ohio.

If I am elected, I will ask the Congress on a

first priority basis to provide for the full $255 million in funding
for the FY 1977 phase of this construction.

Furthermore, my request

for these funds will not be held hostage to the highly controversial
and fundamentally unsound Ford proposal for private ownership of
uranium enrichment facilities.

The President's proposal for an $8

billion subsidy to multinational corporations to encourage their
entry into the uranium enrichment business has delayed congressional
action on Portsmouth throughout the past year.
I believe that technology as sensitive as nuclear fuel enrichment should remain under government control and ownership.

The

United States must once again become a reliable supplier of the
fuel for peaceful atomic power reactors, and enlargement of Portsmouth
is vital in regaining this position.

Our uranium enrichment capacity

has fallen short and we have been unable to accept new orders for
nuclear fuel for over two years.

We must proceed promptly with

enlargement of the Portsmouth facility, and you can depend on me
to provide the leadership needed to ensure full funding for this
important program.

My fellow Arrericans, ours has been a fortunate land.

It has

been blessed with a broad expanse and bountiful resources.

By

coming together as a united people, we have in the past triumphed
over sectional differences and economic difficulties.
again we face a challenge.

We shall

a new and difficult transition .

nON

Once

have to pass through

But like past challenges , it

will draw forth the pioneering instincts and the technical
abilities of the Arrerican people.

In the long sweep of history

this is but a brief rrorrent, though a difficult one .

If it

will surmon forth our ingenuity and our pioneering inpulse , we
shall triumph successfully over these new difficulties, as we
have over past difficulties.

'We must do so -- to ensure that

our children and grandchildren will also enjoy the bounties of
this magnificent land.

~
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4/19/77
1:30 p.m.
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MR. PRESIDENT, MR. SPEAKER, MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS
.

,' .

~

·!.

The last time we met as a group was three months
ago, on Inauguration Day .

In those three months we have

. ~·
'

..

begun our work as partners in addressing our nation's
problems.

In the months ahead, we must work together even
more closely, for we have the responsibility of dealing
with the greatest domestic challenge our nation will face
in our lifetimes.

We must act now--together--to implement

a comprehensive national energy plan which will help us
prepare to cope with an energy crisis that otherwise
could overwhelm us.

;

The heart of our energy problem is that our demand

f

for.. fuel keeps rising more quickly than our production can .

~.

(;;?J.·_ ) tf.(oil
~u;rV7
ff
sumption

and natural gas make up 75 per cent of our conin this country, but they represent only 7 per cent
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of our reserves.

Our demand for energy keeps rising

by more than 3 per cent each year, but domestic production has been falling by about 6 per cent.

Our

imports of oil have risen--making us more vulnerable

.'!-l1'-ve7'
so~±rne

to interruption of supply--but

even foreign oil will become scarce.

in the 1980s

We could continue

to ignore this problem for a while--but to do so would
subject ourselves, and our children, to a catastrophe
not far in the future.

That is why my administration has been working on
a comprenhensive national energy plan.

Your advice

has been an important influence as our plan has taken
shape .

Many of our proposals build on legislative efforts

you have made before.
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~

face, together, a challenge that will require the

best of us--to plan ahead and make sacrifices for the well-

being of our

nation~

nation's history.

This is a unique moment in our

We, as elected officials, must act on

l ,'sc{'--l Jna?u(f'cna.~/

,/[£

C'~j'C?n'j"n ·~

a range of issues--bMane-i-ruJ-the--btldtJe-t:-,-.-Fe-£-e:t:m-ifHJ-· the
J

(a

government~

4v

,r__.c-?'l"·h-1,
and above all developing an energy policy--

tt./t f?

c.£

cttt cf

which require unusual vision and purpose.

I have faith

that as partners we will succeed.

_} S"f<>}u..
Two nights ago, in my

-a-~~s

to the American people,

{c--Gn~
I

dioetl~~ed

the principles behind our plan.

our specific goals for 1985; which

I also listed

were~

-- to reduce the annual growth rate in our energy
demand to less than 2 per cent;
to reduce gasoline consumption by 10 per cent
below its current level;
-- to cut demand for foreign oil to 6 million barrels
a day, less than half the level it would be if we did not
~~~etrout~tlc Copy Made
foq- !P~ssfllN&tlon Purposes
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-4-- to establish a strategic petroleum reserve of
one billion barrels, more than a six months' supply;
-- to increase our coal production by more than two
thirds, to one billion tons a year;
-- to insulate 90 per cent of American homes and
all new buildings;
-- to use solar energy in more than two and a half
million homes.

Tonight I want to outline the specific steps we
propose to reach those goals.

The proposals fall into

four categories, reflecting our four central strategies.
They are:
-- conservation
-- production
conversion
-- development.

-5Running through all of the proposals is an additional

}~
strategy, that of 7equity to the American public.

We prefer to reach these goals through cooperation
among our people, with a minimum of coercion and interference.
In each area we suggest how the government can set a
positive example and lead the way.

In many other cases, we propose financial incentives,
which will encourage people to save energy and will
harness the power of our free economy to accomplish our
goals.

In a few restricted cases, we believe that penalties
and restrictions are essential.

This is a balanced mixture

of measures--some voluntary, some backed by incentives, some
mandatory--which we believe will be effective and fair.

-6I.

Conservation

Our first goal is conservation.

It is the cheapest,

most practical way to reduce pressure on our energy
supplies.

It is the only way we can reduce our growing

vulnerability to foreign supplies of oil.

Conservation will require a change in our attitudes,
and a new awareness of how precious our energy is.

But in

most cases it will simply mean reducing waste, rather than
making major adjustments in our way of life. Two of the
areas where we waste the most energy--and where we can
most easily save--are transportation and our heating and
cooling systems.

Transportation consumes
energy--and at least

per cent of our
percent of that is waste.

important step toward reducing waste is to produce more
efficient cars and eMe~~~e ; ear ~ee~le t~se them.

An
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The Congress has already adopted fuel efficiency

'

standards, which will require new cars to average
:.

~

per gallon by 198

miles

they average

instead of the

today.

lC_~ ~_b

I believe these standards~hould be tightened further
for 1986 and 1987, to

··)

miles per gallon.
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To give our people an incentive" to buy more efficient
"

,

I

.,

1/

· ' ' ' '·

~r- c)

cars and industry an incentive to develop them--I am
also proposing · a graduated excise tax on new cars that
do not meet federal mileage standards.

The tax would

start low and then rise each year until 1985.

In 1978,

a car that fell 3 miles per gallon below the standard would
At 7 miles per gallon below the

bear a tax of $

standards, the tax would be $
would have risen to $

By 1985, the taxes
for a car 3 miles per gallon

below the standard, and $

for 7 miles per gallon below.
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All of the money collected by this tax would be
returned to

~onsumers,

in the form of rebates on cars

that were more efficient than the mileage standard.

There

would be special provisions in the tax to ensure that we do
not discriminate against American-made cars.

Making carf s more efficient will be an important
step.

But we must still change the way our cars are

used--eliminating wasteful trips, encouraging car pooling,
and finding other ways to be sure that we only use gasoline
when we need to.

Whenever possible, we will rely on voluntary steps
toward this end.

The Federal government will set an

e x ample by pooling its use of cars and vans.

If we as a nation are serious about conservation,
[ and may God help us if we are no t _j we must clearly demonstrate

•

-9that commitment.

I know of no better way to do this

than to set goals for our society and at the same time
establish penalties to be paid if we fail to live up to
those goals.

Between now and 1980 we can

-) •.

consumption at the present level.

-P IV«~

we need to reduce consumption 2 per cent per year each for

~~:~ :la~.,.1~~1;f ~hd!.:n~be~1~;~e~e-

fmb.

-r

I propgser 4!lurt

J~~~lt

ourselves to these fair,

reasonable and necessary goals.

And if w-e--FBally mean-i-t:,-

I propose that we at the same time write into law a
gas tax of 5 cents per gallon that will automatically take
effect following any year that we fail to meet those goals.

~et

us say to the world that America is ready and

able to meet the challenge of energy.
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Let us say to one another--"your wasteful habits
are going to cost me money--slow it down, turn it down
and knock it

off.~

As with other taxes, we must minimize the adverse
effects on our economy--reward those who conserve--and
penalize those who waste.

Therefore I am also proposing

that the proceeds from the

tax~if

triggered--and if

we are responsible it will not be triggered--be returned
to the public through direct per-capita payments.

-11-

I will also . propose a variety of other measures to
make our transportation system more efficient, including:

(! ' , '
f~/·

its

t')

(a)

f '

improving the EPA testing program, so that

C'11-1Ut·l>f < - <• •-

m~

'

eage est1mates are much closer to the mileage drivers

actually get on the road;
(b)

setting efficiency standards for light duty

trucks, up to
vehicles - ,

(c)

f (/

government ~ay~ ~nd use1;
ct

{e,~J t -(

f-k~;,

(d)

eR8~ th~e tax on inter-city buses;

(e)

increasing the tax on fuel for all planes

cf~-M

besides commercial carriers and air-taxis.

One of the side effects of conserving gasoline is that
state governments collect less money through gasoline taxes.
To requce the hardships on the state, we will mah:e

sien~

to compensate for this loss

ft~(.~il~r

such as the Highway Trust

;{ f'(,<-";,_

7

·

..

?Jlf/111 /e«<t>t n· ,
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-12The second major area where we can reduce waste is
in our homes and buildings.

Some buildings lose half

the energy used for heating and cooling as waste.

From

now on, we must make sure that new buildings are as
efficient as possible, and that old buildings are equipped
or "retrofitted" -- with insulation and heating systems
that dramatically reduce the use of fuel.

The federal government will set an example in this
area by making its own buildings among the most efficient
in the country.

Soon I will issue an Executive Order

establishing strict conservation goals for both new and old

_p ..._: 1\ J ~{-~\
federal buildings.

~y

~~a~,

there

sfis~le b~a

45 per cent

increase in energy efficiency for new buildings, and a
25 per cent increase for existing

Our pl a :A

i'~-7

/L-L".-1 .,("_

,j .

I f .- /C~ <-•

buildings~ lf~S:

W 41.. ~· S(:l· ~!

a:l:se-~~....-. ...aHrn9eL..Q.f
(":('. t_ .,.....,._

· "'

help . ~meowne~s

~"?'~<'AI!'..t!!_

and

,·;.1,.,. -r. ,.!-/
•

incentives to

~~ J.-z...c.~.~

business~invest

in conservation.
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-13Families who

~.1 ~
1f8:R@iWi

to weatherize their houses

~'J

have two choice.s.

If
:

~

to do the work themselves or

arrange

and supplies, they would be eli-

gible for a tax credit of 25 per cent of the first $800
invested in conservation, and 15 per cent of the next $1400.

If they preferred, they could take advantage of a
weatherization service which all regulated utilities
will be required to offer.

The utilities would arrange
(

, for the contractors, recommend the proper steps, and pro-

vide reasonable financing.

All the customer would have

to do is agree to the service and pay for the improvements

\_whl4~)

through small, regular additions

to~monthlyAbills. ~

~ la.t.L 1 -tit~ ~~~L-~lt'N.\ t.~~tX~~ ~aw\J \~ ~,.~ wi~

q(~
a~d

~

S;~

QfW{.(. inutCI\tr;,1·hift·)

~ o~J ~ ·I

o

~~ (> f~

b

tm sJ~fi m,

of our other proposals for conservation in homes

buildings include:
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-14a variety of measures to make it easier for
consumers to get loans for conservation measures;
direct federal help for low-income residents
i

who want to weatherize their homes, as well as a program
for weatherizing rural homes.
a 10 per cent tax credit for business investrnents in approved conservation measures.
. -r

;,,;/,

<{)

/

a 50-50 federal grant program to help nonprofit institutions, such as schools and hospitals, with
weatherization projects.

inolMaifig money for weatherizing state and
local government buildings in the Local Public Works program.

While improving the efficiency of our businessess
and homes, we should also make the appliances inside the
horne more efficient.

I propose legislation that would,

for the first time, establish stringent efficiency

·.
standards for household appliances by 1980.

~"h s-I~J~j

~ •.d ~ <i}~ t:...Jv.d.:.~~~ nAm 1-1...
0
(JJ fl let ,_
lJ (.
ln;ct(.., d {n J -J.o do Uft{ ~i Jf.u\\.c

conrrtm ~....

(eLM tH;,
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-15If we are serious about conserving energy, we must
also reform our utility rate structure.

For many years

we have rewarded waste by offering the cheapest rates to
the largest users.

It is difficult for individual states

to make such reforms because of the competition among
states for new energy.

The

only~ir

way is for the federal

government to shoulder this responsibility.

I am therefore proposing legislation which would require state nti l.it:y coittittirssi8As

. 4iQ.

tal'ie the following steps

over the next two years:
phasing out promotional rates, declini;ng
(

block rates, and other pricing systems that make natural
gas and electricity artifically cheap for high-volume users
and which do not accurately reflect costs.
requiring electric utilities to establish
peak-load pricing systems, which will charge consumers
most when demand is greatest and least when it is small.

-16requiring new apartment buildings to have
individual meters for each apartment, instead of one master
meter.

One final step toward conservation is to encourage
industries and utilities to expand "co,fgeneration" projects,
which capture much of the steam that is now wasted in
electric generators.

I propose that we offer a 10 per cent tax credit for
investments in cogeneration.

To set the proper example,

, I propose that ·the federal government launch a cogeneration
'l.., v _.,

~

~.

[,11.1'''

program at its enrichment plant• 1n Tennessee, Kentucky,
1\

and Ohio, plus the nuclear facility in South Carolina .
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-17II.

Production

After conservation, our second major strategy is
production.
we can never increase our production of oil and
natural gas by enough to meet our demand, but we must be
sure that our pricing system is sensible, and does not
artificially discourage exploration and production.

One of the principles of our energy policy is that
the price of energy should reflect its true replacement
cost.

That is one of the best ways to bring supply and

demand into balance over the long run.

Realistic pricing

is especially important for our scarcest fuels, oil and
natural gas.

I propose that the oil price control program should
be extended and changed.

Under this

syste~,

the price of

newly discovered oil would be allowed to rise, over a

-18~-year

period, to the 1977 world market price, with

allowances for inflation.

The current price limits for

previously discovered oil--$5.25 and $11.28--would remain
the same, except for adjustments because of inflation.

Because equity is an essential strategy of our
energy program, we do not want to give producers windfall
profits, beyond the incentives they need for exploration
and production.

Therefore .I propose that we subject all domestic oil
to a wellhead tax, equal to the difference between the
. ( 7}

controlled price of oil and the world price.

All the money

collected by this tax would be returned to the consumers
-,

and workers of America, through increased tax credits and
descreased withholding.

These credits will have a progressive

effect and will give the greatest help to consumers who
have the most difficulty coping with higher energy prices.
~lectro1tatlc
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-19As I said many times during the last year, I want to
work with the Congress to deregulate the price of new
natural gas.

Deregulation would provide an incentive for

new exploration.

Decontrol of producers prices for new

gas would provide an incentive for new exploration and would
help our nation's oil and gas operators attract needed
capital.

It would also end the artificial distortions in natural
gas prices in different parts of the country.

Because of

the difference between intra- and inter-state prices, people
in some Southern states pay exorbitant prices, while shortages
of natural gas have created unemployment and economic
stagnation particularly in the Northeast.

Only 19 per cent

i!

of new gas discovered has gone into the inter-state market,
largely because producers had no incentive to send it there.

tk ~ -hr-J 1- s ~p,
~I

tvz·
' ' -'·t-o- v

propose, therefore, that the price limit for new gas,
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,,,,

sold anywhere in the country, should be set at the price
of the BTU equivalent of domestic crude oil.

That would

mean a price limit of about $1.75 per mcf in 1978.

This

proposal would apply both to new gas and to expiring intrastate contracts.

It would not affect existing intra-state

contracts, nor extremely hard-to-find gas.

III.

-Conser3rat i OTl

Our production and conservation strategies will help
guard our precious fuels.

We estimate that they will save

_______million barrels of oil equivalent by 198

But we must do more

~

be sure that oil and natural gas

are not wasted by industries and utilities that could also
l'

use coal.

.'

Our third strategy will be conversion from scarce

:

fuels to coal whenever possible.
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-21Coal is our most abundant resource, making up 90
per cent of our reserves.

Its production and use create

environmental difficulties, but we can cope with them
through stringent strip-mining and clean air regulations.

.

-rt,

W@ could increase the use of coal by

or

------

To

~al€e

B\i'PC

- - - -tons,

per cent, in industry and utilities by 198
that we e!e

I propose the following measures:

EW>,

-- a rising tax, starting in 1979, on industrial use
of natural gas.

In 1980 the tax would be 30 cents above

t

the BTU equivalent of the controlled price of domestic
oil.

By 1985, the tax would be 75 cents.

lv l l?

Fertilizer manu-

facturers and crop dryers will be exempt from the tax.
-- a similar tax on industrial use of oil.

/tjl;d,./'

l)

The tax

would• rise from $1.20 per barrel in 1979 to $2.70 per barrel
in· 1985.

Utilities would be subject to these tax es starting

in 1983, because it will take them longer to convert to coal.
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I will also submit proposals for expanded research
and development in coal.

We need to find better ways to

mine it safely and burn it cleanly, and to use it to
produce clean energy sources, such as low BTU gas.

Even with this conversion effort, we will still face a
gap--between the energy we need and the energy we can
produce and import.

To fill this gap, we will have to use

nuclear energy.

Like any other energy source, nuclear energy carries
risks.

But there are two very different kinds of risks

involved.

The most serious are those of the "plutonium

economy"--breeder reactors and reprocessing plants--which
can be misused.

This administration will not fund

izatiorr of the breeder.

But we will support use of light water reactors, with
strict siting rules and safety standards to remove every
E~®ctrostatlc
}~r

'I

'
t .~ ·::

'~: ·,:
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-23possible risk.

We must also reform the nuclear licensing procedure,
which now irritates nearly everyone involved.

Even with

the most thorough safeguards, it should not take ten years
to license a plant.

I propose that we establish reasonable,

objective criteria for licensing, and that plants which
.t AL

~~(-f"/.-<.e.

are based on a standard design not require individual
....

/ J '--('

licens~

IV.

'

Development

We know the task we face for the next ten or twenty
years:
we can.

we must use the fuels we have, and conserve where
But one generation from now, and through the next

century, we face a new challenge and a new opportunity-the chaLlenge of developing permanent, reliable energy sources,
and the opportunity of using them.

Developing these sources

is our fourth strategy.
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-24The most promising renewable energy source is solar
energy, for which much of the technology is already
available.

Solar hot water heaters and space heaters

are nearly ready for commercialization.

All they need

is a temporary incentive to stimulate the growth of a
large market.

Therefore, I am proposing a tax credit, which would
run from now through 1984, for approved solar heating equipment installed in homes.

It would be 40 per cent of the

first $1000 and 25 per cent of the next $6400 invested.
The credit program would last for six years and would
decline gradually.

There are a variety of other steps I will propose
to make permanent energy sources more practical and
effective:

-- federal support for loans and mortgage extensions
to finance solar heating systems

-25-

-- tax incentives for development of geothermal
power

a five year< ;for:

e::~ to

install solar systems in many federal buildings
-- more e x tensive research and development into
permanent energy sources.

I propose that we create an

Office of Small Scale Technologies to fund small, creative
projects and support individual inventors and entrepreneurs.

V.

Equity

Our guiding principle, as we developed this plan, was
that above all it must be fair.

None of our people must make an unfair sacrifice.

None should reap an unfair benefit.

The desire for equity is reflected throughout our
proposals:

-26in the wellhead tax, which encourages conservation
but is returned to the public;
in a dollar-for-dollar refund of the tax on home
heating oil
in reducing the inequity of natural gas pricing,
which had set region against region
in ensuring that

home~

will have the natural gas

they need, while industry turns toward the more abundant
coal that can also suit its needs
in basing utility prices on true cost, so every user pays
his way
in the automobile tax and rebate system, which
rewards those who save our energy and penalizes those who

i r) ,~-r

{ '

i

l

l.

choose to Luse more of_\ it.

·, '

I propose one other step to emphasize the equity of
our plan.

We need better information about our supplies of

energy, and about the companies that produce it.
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-27If we are asking sacrifices of ourselves, we need
facts we can count on.

This plan will propose an

independent information system that will give us the
accurate, reliable data we need about energy reserves and
production, emergency capabilities, and financial data
from the energy producers.

We must be sure the energy business is subject to
healthy, genuine competition.

I am concerned about the

increasing share of all energy sources owned by the oil
and gas companies.

I will ask the Attorney General and,

when his position is created, the Secretary of Energy to
study the situation and see if it has anti-competitive
results.

Wherever we find that the forces of competition

have been thwarted, the Justice Department will act.

We must make it clear to everyone in this country that
the people, through their government are setting our
energy policy--and not the energy companies.
lspace)
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(ending 1)

In our first century as a nation we established the
constitutional and political framework for a great
republic.

In our second century we built an economic

and industrial system that is still unequaled in the world.
I tell you that in our third century our challenge will be
energy.

Unless we meet that challenge, the very survival

of our political institutions and our economic system will
be threatened.

The Bicentennial is over.

Let us look toward the

Tricentennial when all of us will be gone from this earth.
Let us look and know that we can even now begin to determine
whether that 300th
and prosperity.

.ll

birthday~

be celebrated in freedom

-29-

We can mortgage our birthright to waste, selfishness
and irresponsibility or we can renew and add to it.

We

can earn the respect and gratitude of our grandchildren
and their children or we can earn their scorn.

The decision is ours.

#

#

#

/

-28-

(ending 2)
Two nights ago, I said that this difficult effort
would be the moral equivalent of war.

It will demand

the best of us--our vision, our selflessness, our
willingness to cooperate and bear burdens.

But we have met challenges before, and our nation
has been the stronger for it.

That is the responsibility

we face together now--you in the Congress, the members of
my administration, and all the people of our country.
Let us begin.

#

#

#
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-THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Hr. President-Jim Schlesinger had two more
suggestions:
1) Sen. Percy called him to suggest
a mention of the Alliance to Save
Energy. Jim suggested it near the end,
with the talk about cooperation.
2) Today is the 202nd anniversary
of Lexington and Concord. There
might be some patriotic note to
strike there.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 18, 1977
Mr. President--

Here is a very quick re-drafting of the substant.i,y~ .... . 1
proposals from Jim Schlesinger's associates. I defin~ely
plan to work on the wording this afternoon and tonight.
At Schlesinger's suggestion, I have~ft out all
discussion of the breeder reactor and reprocessing
facilities. I will welcome suggestions about what other
points to include or omit.
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4/18/77
MR. PRESIDENT, MR. SPEAKER, MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS
The last time we met as a group was three months ago,
on Inauguration Day.

In those three months we have begun

our work as partners in addressing our nation's problems.

In the months ahead, we must work together even more
closely, for we have the responsibility of dealing with
the greatest domestic challenge our nation will face in
our lifetimes.

We must act now--together--to develop a

comprehensive national energy plan, which will balance our
nation's demand for energy with our shrinking supplies.

Your advice has been an important influence as our
plan has taken shape.

Many of our proposals will build on

legislative efforts you have made before.

To succeed in

solving our energy problems, all our people must cooperate-and cooperation should begin between the President and the
Congress.

/

-2Two nights ago, I discussed with the American people
the ten principles behind our plan--comprehensiveness,
fairness, economic growth, environmental protections,
conservation, predictability, sensible pricing, reduced
vulnerability, a shift in our energy supplies, and new
supplies for the future.

Tonight I want to explain to you some of the major
specific proposals in our plan.

In the next few days we

will present the complete report which more fully explains
our approach, and members of my administration will confer
with you extensively to answer any questions I cannot cover
tonight.

The proposals in the energy plan fall into three main
categories, to accomplish these three goals,

first, for the short term, reducing our vulnerability
to embargoes and interruptions in supplies of foreign oil.

-3second, in the ne x t eight to ten years, switching our
industries and utilities from scarce supplies of oil and
natural gas to more abundant sources, such as coal and,
where necessary, nuclear power.

third, in the long run, developing permanent, renewable
energy supplies.

These efforts will require changes in both our demand
for energy--which we must reduce through conservation and
greater efficiency--and in our sources of supply.

Let me speak first about conservation.

Our conservation efforts must cover every sector of
energy use--transportation, industry, and horne heating
especially.

Saving fuel will require some individual

sacrifices.

But we can reduce energy waste most effectively,

-4with the least individual hardship, by changing the
technology of our cars, our heating systems, and our
factories and utilities, so that they consume less fuel.

Transportation has been one of our most wasteful areas,
and one where the opportunities for savings are greatest.
The Congress has already adopted fuel-efficiency standards,
which will require new cars to average
per gallon in 198

instead of the

miles
they average

today.

I believe these standards should be tightened further
for 1986 and 1987, to

miles.

To encourage our people to buy more efficient cars-and to give industry a greater economic incentive to develop
and produce them--I am also proposing a graduated excise
tax on new cars that do not meet federal mileage standards.
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The tax would start low and then rise each year until 1985.
In 1978, a car that fell 3 miles per gallon below the
standard would bear a tax of $

At 7 miles per

gallon below the standards, the tax would be $
By 1985, the taxes would have risen to $

for a car

3 miles per gallon below the standard, and $

for

7 miles per gallon below.

All of the money collected by this tax would be returned
to consumers, in the form of rebates on cars that were more
efficient than the mileage standard.

There would be special

provisions in the tax to ensure that we do not discriminate
against American-made cars.

Making cars more efficient will be an important step.
But we must still change the way our cars are used--eliminating
wasteful trips, encouraging car pooling, and finding other ways
to be sure that we only use gasoline when we need to .
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Wherever possible, we will rely on voluntary steps
toward this end.

The Federal government will set an example

by pooling its use of cars and vans.

But we must re-inforce our voluntary efforts with
firmer incentives.

I am, therefore, proposing a stand-by

tax on gasoline, which would be applied only if we fall
short of our goals in gasoline conservation.

Our goal between now and 1980 is to hold consumption
constant.

From 1980 to 1985, we want to reduce gasoline

consumption by two per cent a year, so that total consumption
in 1985 is 10 per cent less than it is today.

If everyone cooperates, I am sure we can reach these
goals.

But if we do not reach our goal in a certain year,

there will be a 5 cent per gallon tax on gasoline in the
following year to encourage further conservation.

The taxes

will be cumulative; if we fall short five years in a row,

-7there will be a total extra tax of twenty five cents per
gallon.

The purpose of this tax is not to raise money for the
Treasury, nor to have an over-all inflationary effect.

There-

fore, all the money collected through this tax will be returned
to the public, through equal per-capita payments to all our
people.

This will help middle- and low-income taxpayers most,
since many of them will receive more money through the rebate
than they pay in gasoline tax es.

There are other measures I will propose to make our
transportation system much more efficient:
improving the EPA testing program, so that its
mileage estimates are much closer to drivers' actual
mileage;

-8-- setting efficiency standards for light duty
trucks, up to 10,000 pounds;
increasing the efficiency of vehicles the government buys and uses;
-- ending the excise tax on inter-city buses,
increasing the tax on fuel for all planes besides
commercial carriers and air-taxis.

-9-

The second major area where we can reduce waste is in
our homes and buildings.

Half the energy that now heats and

cools our homes is simply lost as waste.

From now on, we must

make sure that new buildings are as efficient as possible,
and that old buildings are equipped with insulation and heating
systems that dramatically reduce the use of fuel.

To encourage homeowners and businesses to take the steps,
I am proposing the following measures:
-- a tax credit for all homeowners who invest in
conservation.

The tax credit would be 25 per cent of the

.,t

first $800 and 15 per cent of the next 1488 spent on approved
conservation measures from now until December 31, 1984.

-- a requirement that all regulated utilities offer
their customers a comprehensive "weatherizing" service.

The

utilities would arrange the contractors, recommend the proper
steps, and provide reasonable financing; all the customer
would have to do is agree to the service.

The customer would

then pay for these improvements through small, regular additions to his monthly bills.

-10-- a variety of measures to make it easier for consumers to get loans for conservation measures;
-- direct federal help for low-income residents who
want to weatherize their homes, as well as a program for
weatherizing rural homes.

-- a 10 per cent tax credit for business investments
in approved conservation measures.

-- a 50-50 federal grant program to help non-profit
institutions, such as schools and hospitals, with weatherization
projects.

-- including money for weatherizing state and local
government buildings in the Local Public Works program.

The federal government should also set an example by
making its own buildings among the most efficient in the
country.

I have issued an Executive Order which establishes

higher performance goals for both new and old federal buildings.

-11While improving the efficiency of our businessess and

I the home
homes, we should also make the appliances inside more efficient.
I propose legislation that would establish more stringent
efficiency standards for household appliances by 1980.

A third way to encourage conservation is by altering our
utility rate structures.

For many years, utility rates have

thwarted conservation by offering the largest discounts to
the largest consumers.

I am proposing federal legislation

which, over the next two years, would require state utility
commission to take the following steps:

-- phasing out a variety of promotional rates that
make energy artifically cheap for high-volume users;

-- offering consumers interruptible service, at cut
rates;

-- eliminating summer discount rates on natural gas,
except where they reflect a genuine savings in storage costs;

-12requiring new apartment buildings to have individual
meters for each apartment, instead of one master meter;

requiring that rates for interruptible service of
natural gas be no lower than the lowest firm rate for summer
service;

-- forbidding utilities to discriminate against
solar energy and other alternative power sources.

We should also encourage utilities and industries to
expand "cogeneration'' projects in which both steam and
electricity are produced at the same time.

I propose that

we offer a 10 per cent tax credit for investments in cogeneration.

To set the proper example, I propose that the federal

government launch a cogeneration program at its enrichment
plants in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio, plus the nuclear
facility in South Carolina.

These are the efforts that will directly affect consumption.

Now I would like to discuss some of our proposals which

-13will affect our supply of energy.

One of the principles of our energy policy is that the
price of energy should reflect its true replacement cost.
That is one of the best ways to bring supply and demand into
balance over the long run.

Sensible pricing is especially

important for oil and natural gas, which make up 75 per cent
of our energy consumption -- and are especially valuable for
transportation and home heating -- but represent only 7 per cent
of our reserves.

I propose that we move in the direction of deregulation
by changing our pnilosophy of price controls.

Before, prices

have been based on historic costs of producing energy.

From

now on, I propose that they should reflect the increasing
scarcity of these fuels, and the rising cost of producing them.

Under this system, the price of newly discovered oil
would be allowed to rise, over a 3-year period, to the 1977
world market price, with allowances for inflation.

The current

-14price limits for previously-discovered oil -- $5.25 and $11.28 -would be allowed to rise at the general rate of price increases,
subject to Congressional refusal.

Tertiary recovery from oil

fields would be eligible for the world price.

Because of unrealistic regulatory policies, the price of
inter-state natural gas has been held below the price of oil
with a similar BTU value.

I propose that the price limit for

new gas, sold anywhere in the country, should be the same as
the price of BTU equivalent domestic crude oil.

That would

meas a price limit of about $1.75 per million cubic feet in 1978.
I also request legislation which would place a cap on the price
of intra-state gas, thereby removing the price difference between
intra- and inter-state gas which has produced regional tensions
and economic distortions.

This proposal would apply to new gas only; it would not
affect existing intra-state contracts.

-15Our pricing proposals reflect a balance of needs.

We

want to encourage conservation, by pricing fuels to reflect
their true scarcity.

But at the same time we do not want to

give windfall profits to energy producers, beyond the incentive needed for exploration and production.

To balance these two goals, I propose that we subject all
domestic oil to a wellhead tax, equal to the difference between
the controlled price of oil and the world price.

All the money

collected by this tax would be returned to the economy, through
reductions in the payroll tax and direct payments to those
who are not part of the payroll tax system.

These rebates will

have a progressive effect, and will give the greatest help to
consumers who have the most difficulty coping with higher
energy prices.

This pricing policy should sustain supply and reduce demand; we believe it will save
equivalent by 198 .

million barrels of oil

But that will not be enough to protect

scarce oil and natural gas from over-use in industry and

-16utilities that could also use coal.

Coal is our most abundant resource; and, though its
production and use create environmental difficulties, we can
cope with them through stringent strip-mining and clean air
regulations.

We could increase the use of coal by

tons, or

per cent, in industry and utilities by 198 .

To make

sure that we do so, I propose the following measures:

-- a rising tax , starting in 1979, on industrial use
of natural gas.

In 1980 the tax would be 30 cents above the

BTU equivalent of the controlled price of domestic oil.
1985, the tax would be 75 cents.

By

Fertilizer manufacturers

and crop dryers will be exempt from the tax.

-- a similar tax on industrial use of oil.

The tax

would rise from $1.20 per barrel in 1979 to $2.70 per barrel
in 1985.

Utilities would be subject to these taxes starting

in 1983, because it will take them longer to convert to coal.

-17-

I will also submit proposals for expanded research and
development in coal.

We need to find better ways to mine it

safely and burn it cleanly, and to use it to produce clean
energy sources, such as low BTU gas.

I have said many times that we should use nuclear energy
only as a last resort -- and then only with strict safety
regulations.

Now I am convinced that our energy crisis re-

quires some limited use of nuclear energy -- and that we can
do so with great safety.

I propose a reform in the nuclear licensing process,
so that necessary plants can be built in a reasonable amount
of time, and under safeguards imposed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

-18Finally, I want to describe my proposals for the next
century, when most of us here will no longer be living
but our children and grandchildren will.

Then, when

conventional sources of energy are exhausted, our goal
must be to rely on permanent, renewable supplies.

The most promising renewable energy source is solar
energy, for which much of the technology is already
available.

Solar hot water heaters and space heaters

are nearly ready for commercialization.

All they need

is a temporary incentive to stimulate the growth of a large
market.

Therefore, I am proposing a tax credit, which would
run from now through 1984, for approved solar heating equipment installed in homes.

It would be 40 per cent of the

first $1000 and 25 per cent of the next $6400 invested.
The credit program would last for six years and would decline
gradually.

-19There are a variety of other steps I will propose
to make permanent energy sources more practical and
effective:

-- federal support for loans and mortgage extensions
to finance solar heating systems
-- tax incentives for development of geothermal
power
-- a five year effort, costing $200 million, to
install solar systems in many federal buildings
-- more extensive research and development into
permanent energy sources.

I propose that we create an

Office of Small Scale Technologies to fund small, creative
projects and support individual inventors and entrepreneurs.

-20-

I believe these steps -- which members of my Administration
will discuss in more detail in the days ahead -- will help
us achieve our three goals of reducing vulnerability, shifting
from oil and natural gas to coal, and developing permanent
energy sources.

I would like to mention briefly some of the other principles and provisions of our plan:

-- first, this is a comprehensive plan, which requires coordinated planning and activity.

That makes it all

the more essential that we work together to create a new
Department of Energy;

-- second, we need better information about our
supplies and use of energy.

This plan will propose an indepen-

dent information system that will provide the government with
accurate, reliable data about energy reserves and production,
emergency capability, and financial data for energy producers.

-21-- third, we must be sure that the energy business
is subject to healthy, geniune competition,
are.

as other industries

We will continue to study divestiture proposals.

We

must make it clear to everyone in this country that the
people, through their government, are setting our energy
policy -- and not the energy companies;

-- fourth, this coordinated national effort should
help us increase the ties of cooperation between federal,
state, and local governments;

--fifth, whenever we raise the price of energy to
conserve it for the future, we must take steps to protect
the poor from unreasonable burdens.

-22Two nights ago, I said that this difficult effort
would be the moral equivalent of war.

It will demand

the best of us--our vision, our selflessness, our willingness to cooperate and bear burdens.

But we have met challenges before, and our nation
has been the stronger for it.

That is the responsibility

we face together now--you in the Congress, the members
of my administration, and all the people of our country.
Let us begin.

#
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Suggested Draft Language on International Energy
Energy Speech

Issues for President•s

The plan I have presented will enable us to meet effectively our
domestic energy problems.

It will also make a major contribution to

overcoming the global energy challenge.

But it cannot operate in isolation.

We share a supply and price vulnerability with other consuming countries
because energy has become a central element in the web of our international
political, economic and security ties.

Our own energy measures, comple-

mented by similar actions of others, could bring about a significant movement toward equilibrium in the global energy market.
Major strides in energy cooperation among major consuming
countries have already been taken.

The International Energy Agency ('lEA)

has set in place an emergency sharing program for use in the event of
another embargo, established a framework for long-term energy cooperation,
and initiated a number of joing energy R&D projects.

The industrialized

countries should now move to expand further their energy cooperation,
particularly in such areas as research and development and the expanded
utilization of coal.
We also share broad common interests and responsibilities with the
oil exporting countries.

First, a growing global economy and open trading

system is as fundamental to their economic future as it is to ours.

Second,

their production and pricing policies have a profound effect on the global
economy.

Third, some oil exporting countries have become major

2

participants in the international financial system, which both enhances
their influence on world developments and gives them new responsibilities.
Finally, we each have critical roles to ensure that the long-term transition
from oil to other fuels occurs in a smooth and non-disruptive manner.
The world will continue to need large volumes of their oil for some time to
come.

And for our part, we, as well as other industrialized countries, must

move vigorously forward, as proposed in our Energy Plan, to increase the
efficiency of energy use, accelerate the development of conventional and
new energy supplies, and speed up the pace of energy R&D.
We must aJso gear our efforts to helping the oil-importing developing
countries overcome their energy burdens.

These countries have suffered

most from the massive and abrupt oil price increases of recent years.

Their

energy problems pose a major constraint on their development prospects
and are causing serious strains on the international financial system.
meed,

They

wherever possible, to develop their indigenous energy resources, and

this requires technology and financial resources.

These countries must

themselves create a climate conducive to foreign investment to obtain this
technology and financing but we are prepared to facilitate their efforts where
appropriate and possible.

